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Formica, originally designed and marketed as a replacement  "for mica" in electrical insulation, on the 
other hand, has no such aesthetic obligation. Created as an artificial electrical insulator, Formica found its 
true calling after the end of World War II, when returning GIs ditched urban centers for Levittowns built 
from scratch to house them. US housing stock expanded enormously, with 2 million homes built from 
1945-1950. So many new houses, so many new spaces needing surfacing. Formica shifted its brand 
strategy from industrial applications to domestic and commercial ones, covering millions of kitchen 
counters and diner tables in pressed laminate. The surface, composed of a decorative sheet sandwiched 
between layers of kraft  paper and a protective transparent topsheet  saturated with melamine resin, was 
heat- and stain-resistant, with an optional steel core that made it  impervious to cigarettes. Most 
importantly, it  was easy to clean, contributing to the technological utopia of the post-Depression kitchen. 
One advert  read: “Swish a damp cloth over this hard non-porous surface and every trace of grease and dirt 
is gone. Isn't it time you enjoyed your share of the extra leisure and freedom Formica can give you - every 
day of your life.” In the kitchen of the future, the surface of the future gleams with freedom and leisure, 
cleanly. The middle-class material par excellence, it  creates spaces that  dole out the American dream to 
families not so rich that  they don't  have to think about  cleaning their own kitchens, but comfortable 
enough that they have them.

The Formica Group hired headline industrial designers to work on patterns for Formica, including Brooks 
Stevens, known as the original formulator of planned obsolescence, and Raymond Loewy, an innovator in 
'streamlined' design who shaped everything from the logo for Lucky Strike to the interiors of the 
Concorde. In the 1950s, Formica's heyday, the company’s swatchbooks foregrounded abstract  designs like 
the iconic Skylark, a web of overlapping boomerang shapes in a variety of colors, on a monocolor 
background, and materially impossible or incoherent  designs like Tan Linen and Pink Moonglo. Why 
would you want  your countertop, no matter how easily cleaned, to resemble linen or a discolored lunar 
mare? In the golden years of Formica's kitchen empire, the important  point seems to be that it  could - that 
this new, futuristic surface was at its best  when demonstrating it could resemble anything or nothing. A 
clean space covered in an abstract gleaming surface, that was the dream Formica promised.  

Explicitly natural designs come later in the brochure, less tightly associated with Formica’s brand. These 
included varieties of marble and granite, followed by solid color fields. These fields are in no way natural, 
despite names like Blossom Red and Sprout Green. But  they are closer to some external correspondence 
we might recognize, stubbing a cigarette out on the reinforced bartop laminate, than would be Gray 
Ellipse, a pattern of the eponymous gray shapes, or Beluga, whose cetacean connection escapes entirely.  

The dominance of imitation woodgrain and stone, now evident  anywhere Formica is, developed only as a 
rearguard action. From Skylark to Soapstone Sequoia and Basalt Slate, from Moonglo to Pecan Mosaic. 
Gradually the material novelty of Formica wore off, and design culture reemphasized traditional materials 
over their technological replacements. Where originally these new materials were supposed to free us 
from nature, both aesthetically and practically, we now want them to mimic nature as much as possible. 
Formica wasn't born a skeuomorph; it had to learn to become one. In some strange, belated recovery of a 
repressed and mythic genealogy, it drew out the family resemblance between a dirt cave floor, medieval 
polished oak, a granite kitchen island, and its current simulacra.

Formica followed from then on the shifting microtrends in natural materials readily available only to its 
economic superiors, from pine to ash to agate and back again. There are species of butterflies that, not 
being poisonous themselves, evolve to reproduce on their own wings patterns that predators recognize as 
belonging to toxic butterflies, in a phenomenon known as Batesian mimicry. As the models’ patterns shift, 
the mimics mutate to close the gap. Formica's evolutionary fitness, after its non-mimetic salad days, 
became similarly tied to how successfully it mimicked a set of natural materials with a higher prestige 
than itself, but to which it has no intrinsic material relation.

Can we think about trends in the design of laminate surfaces as a similar kind of Batesian mimicry? Is 
Formica interested in its own survival? In this model, fitness is determined by factors of production, 
distribution, installation, and consumer desirability. The creature's habitat is surfaces in space; its 
competitors are prestige materials, hand-made, not machine-produced. The mimicry runs deep: implicit in 
Formica's machined veneer is a fantasy of artisanal craftsmanship, the blocks of granite quarried by hand, 
the maple sanded and glazed. The better the imitation, the more convincingly this deep origin story is 
projected from a sheer surface centimeters thick.  Formica is a material captured by resemblance, through 
and through, for now. But  intrinsic to its nature are the resources of both Zeuxis, who painted grapes so 
real they fooled the birds, and Parrhasius, who painted a curtain so Zeuxis would demand the painting 
behind it, the false granite under the translucent melamine.  That Formica's current tactic is mimicry is no 
proof it must be, and surfaces to come can perhaps look forward to the dappled pinks and whites of 
patterns like Unicorn Foreskin, or the inscrutable red canal-like grammatons of Martian Dingbats. 
Formica has been surfacing spaces for a hundred years.  What will the next hundred bring?


